welcome to a world
of comfort and warmth
There’s nothing like the feeling you get from a real fire.
The sound of crackling logs, the sight of the glowing embers
long into the night and the quiet comfort of knowing you’re
using an efficient Stanley stove to heat your home and
saving on fuel bills, now and into the future.
Whether it’s unwinding after a long day, relaxing with your
favourite book or catching up with friends and family, your
Stanley Stove will be there, balancing performance with
design style, precision control with build quality.
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your Stanley story starts here

why choose a Stanley?

As Ireland’s leading stove company we understand that when you bring home a Stanley Stove you are
choosing a stove to rely on, from a name you can trust. Based in Waterford since 1934, we are dedicated
to ensuring that every stove that bears the Stanley name is of the highest quality.

Over 300,000 Irish households have already said yes to the control, efficiency and comfort
that comes as standard with a Stanley Stove or range cooker.

save money everyday
in the beginning
From the very moment our Waterford based
design team commit their vision to paper our
focus is creating stoves that bring control,
comfort and warmth to your home. Our
design ethos is simple, we connect the past
to the future, combining classic style and
excellent performance to create iconic stoves
that are perfect for Irish homes.

tried & tested
Before a stove receives the Stanley seal of
approval, our research and development
team carry out exhaustive safety, quality and
performance testing. Measuring heat economy,
CO emissions and build durability. Our stove
experts ensure that only the best designs are
considered for manufacture. Every stove is then
independently certified and tested to European
BS EN 13240 standard.

built with pride in
Waterford
We believe that every home in Ireland can
afford to enjoy the quality of a Stanley
Stove. We search the world for the very best
quality materials. In Waterford you’ll find
the AGA Rangemaster Group’s centre of
excellence for stove manufacturing. That’s
why we are proud to say Built in Waterford.

Three times more efficient than a traditional open fireplace, a Stanley Stove is the affordable and stylish way to reduce your
home heating costs. With class leading fuel efficiencies of up to 80%, a Stanley Stove simply produces more heat from less fuel
helping you stretch your fuel budget further.

take control of your home heating
You’ll love the freedom and control that a Stanley Stove provides. Packed with features for finger-tip control of your heating,
a Stanley Stove is the flexible way to heat your home using a wide range of solid fuels including wood, coal and briquettes.
Say hello to more control and good-bye to high home heating bills forever.

prepared for any weather
If the last few years have taught us anything, it is that we all need to be prepared for whatever the weather may bring us.
Come hail, rain or shine, your Stanley Stove will be there for you; providing controllable, efficient heat when you need it.

a name to trust
meet your
perfect match

As Ireland’s leading stove company, every single stove that bears the Stanley name is designed to the highest standards and
built to last. Our Stanley retailers are on hand to help you choose the right stove for your home. The Stanley Customer Service
Team is always on hand to provide expert support and access to a high range of authentic Stanley accessories and parts.

We want to make sure you choose
the perfect stove for your lifestyle.
Throughout Ireland, home heating
experts are available in Stanley
retailers to offer advice and guide you
in choosing the best stove to suit your
needs. Our team in Waterford are also
available to answer your queries.

advanced features for
better performance

7
6

1

4

1

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.

2

High Chromium Grates withstand higher
firebox temperatures for a longer lifespan.

3

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.

4

Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.

5

Dual Position Grates burn wood logs or
smokeless fuels with equal efficiency.
(Lismore only)

6

Superior Grade Enamel gives a high gloss finish
with longer lasting shine.

7

Thermostatic Controls control the burn rate
based on the temperature of the boiler.

2
5

All solid fuel stoves are independently tested and carry the HETAS Three Tick
badge along with the CE Mark. The external castings on Stanley solid fuel stoves
are covered by warranty for up to 5 years (terms and conditions apply).
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transform your home
with a Stanley Stove
Open fireplaces push up to 80% of the heat from the fire straight out your chimney. The fireplace
creates a powerful draught effect, drawing in cold air from outside into your home. The heat from
your open fireplace is uneven, uncontrollable and uneconomical.
Transform your home with a Stanley Stove and say hello to more comfort, more control and a
more sustainable way of heating your home. Stanley Stoves are available in two heating options
suiting every lifestyle; a Room Heat Only Stove and a Room and Central Heating Stove. The Tara
model also comes in a Room Heat and Hot Water Stove.

Room Heat Only

A Room Heat Only Stanley Stove is the ideal
replacement for an open fireplace for those who
love the atmosphere of a real fire. They improve
home heat comfort and efficiency in three ways.

Providing heat to up to 12 radiators, a Stanley Room and Central
Heating Stove is a highly flexible home heating solution that
offers a choice of configurations to suit your home and lifestyle.
Enjoy all the benefits of a Room Heating Stove plus:

1. Stoves precisely control airflow to the fire. This
eliminates the powerful airflow that pushes heat up
the chimney causing cold draughts and helps create
a more comfortable, controllable living environment
throughout the home.

1. Complete central heating solution that powerfully heats
up to 12 radiators, whilst offering hot water and radiant heat
to your kitchen or living space.

2. A cast iron stove holds and radiates the heat long
after a visible fire has died down, providing longerlasting, more controllable, comfortable heat.
3. When unlit a stove seals the chimney opening,
stopping warm air escaping throughout the day.

•
•
•
•
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Thanks to Irish Craft Council artist Ronan Halpin for the sculpture featured on the mantlepiece

Room and Central Heating

Supports central heating
High efficiency (72% - 81%)
Greater control
Radiant heat

2. Stanley Room and Central Heating Stoves will integrate
with other traditional and renewable heating sources in
your home for maximum fuel efficiency.

•
•
•
•

Complete, connected, modular system
High efficiency (72% - 81%)
High control
Thermostatic settings

Room Heat and Hot Water
The Tara is the only stove with domestic hot water
capability as well as providing room heat for medium
sized living spaces.
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the perfect match – find the ideal Stanley Stove for your home
start by deciding if you want your Stanley Stove to heat a room or a room and central heating?
Q: do you want an insert stove
or a freestanding stove?

Room
only

Q: do you want an insert stove
or a freestanding stove?
Cara+

Ideal for replacing
inefficient back boilers
page 34

insert
stove
(<37m2)
6.5kW

Cara

Erin

The perfect choice where
space is limited
page 32

The right choice for a
larger room
page 16

Q: what size room will
your Stanley warm?

up to 10
radiators

insert
stove

up to 4
radiators

freestanding
stove

extra large
(<78m2)
12.1-14.7kW

Room
& Central
Heating

freestanding
stove

Cara

The ideal solution for
small space
page 32

Q: how many radiators will
your Stanley heat?

Reginald

up to
12 radiators

Oisin

Efficiency and convenience
for a small room
page 30

Combines style,
performance and energy
management
page 10

up to
3 radiators
small
(<37m2)
<7kW

large
(<64m2)
9.5-12kW

medium
(<43m2)
7.1-9.4kW

Lismore

High performance and
energy management
page 12

Fionn

Tradition and
economy in one
page 24

up to
6 radiators or
hot water

up to
10 radiators
up to
7 radiators

Erin

The right choice for a
larger home
page 16

Oscar

Perfect if you have a little
more space available
page 28

Aoife

Perfect for
open plan living
page 26

Ashling

Fionn

Tara

Combines durability
and efficiency
page 22

The ideal choice for
a family home
page 18

Tradition and
economy in one
page 24

Grainne

Classic design with
contemporary good looks
page 20

Tara

Combines durability
and efficiency
page 22

Lismore

To find out which Stanley Stove is your perfect match, measure your
room, then use this calculation to find your room size in metres3 and
the heat output in kW of the stove.
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x
Height (m) Length (m)

x

=
Width (m)

x .0606 =

kW

Ardmore

As stylish as it is efficient
page 14

Ashling

The ideal choice for
a family home
page 18

Grainne

Classic design with
contemporary good looks
page 20

Powerful performance
on demand
page 12
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Reginald®
The Reginald sets a new standard for stove design and performance.
Behind the sculpted curves, chrome detailing and elegant styling
lies a next generation stove designed for a new era in home heating
efficiency. As a leader in its class, the Reginald can comfortably heat
your entire home, while meeting all of your hot water needs. Inspired
by the famous Reginald’s Tower in Waterford, that has protected the
city for almost 1,000 years, the Reginald is designed and hand built in
Waterford to the highest standards of enduring craftsmanship.

Did you know?
Using Stanley Eco Connect the
Reginald will integrate with other
traditional and renewable heat
sources to become your complete
home heating solution.

• Outside air capability as standard
• Unobstructed viewing glass
• Top or back flue outlet
• Large ashpan with cover for ease of disposal

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
818mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.

Room and Central Heating
Maximum heat output to room

5.5kW

Maximum boiler output

14kW

Maximum radiators

Up to 12

Perfect for
33
Perfect for larger homes
33
A complete home heating solution
33
Contemporary design aesthetic
33
Burning all approved solid fuels
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NET EFFICIENCY

m

mm

603

colour options

Enamel
Black

76.1%

632m

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame will
vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only, see
page 36 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Lismore®
Did you know?

The Lismore is part of the Stanley collection of contemporary
stoves, designed and hand-built in Waterford to the highest
standards of enduring craftsmanship. The Lismore stove is a
truly elegant centrepiece for any home with its contemporary
good looks, high performance and energy management.
The Lismore is the ideal stove for modern living.

The Lismore stove has uniquely
designed dual position grates
which burn logs or other
approved solid fuels with
outstanding efficiency.

• Outside air capability as standard
• Unobstructed viewing glass
• Secondary air for cleaner combustion
• Large ashpan with cover for ease of disposal

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.

754mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.
Dual Position Grates burn wood logs or smokeless
fuels with equal efficiency. (Lismore only)

572m

m

mm

666

colour options

Enamel
Black

Majolica
Brown

Maximum heat output to room

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 36 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Room and Central Heating

Room Heat Only

Perfect for
33
Heating large living spaces or open plan rooms
33
Contemporary design aesthetic
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

Third party testing pending

12kW

Maximum heat output to room

4.7kW

Maximum boiler output

12.8kW

Maximum radiators

10

Perfect for
33
Heating your home and hot water efficiently
33
Ideal choice for larger homes
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

76.3%
NET EFFICIENCY
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New for 2013

Ardmore

The Ardmore is the third stove and smallest in the next
generation range of stoves which include the Reginald and
Lismore. The Ardmore can heat up to 6 standard radiators sending
a maximum 3.5kW of heat output to the room. Its contemporary
styling makes it the perfect compliment to any interior.

Did you know?
The Ardmore’s superior grade
enamel is a unique formulation
and is only available from Stanley.

• Large viewing glass
• High chromium grates
• Multi-fuel stove as standard

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.

688mm

High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.

Room and Central Heating
Maximum heat output to room

3.5kW

Maximum boiler output

8.5kW

Maximum radiators

6

Perfect for
33
Open plan living
33
Burning all approved solid fuels
33
Contemporary design aesthetic
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Thanks to the following designer makers
Ceadogán rugs, Michael McCrory for the silver bowls and flowers by Lamber de Bie.

NET EFFICIENCY

m

mm

505

colour options

Enamel
Black

72.8%

543m

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 36 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Erin®
The Erin is part of the Stanley range of classically designed stoves
and is the largest stove in this collection. The Erin is decorated on
both sides with Stanley’s Reginald Tower in relief. The air-wash
system means the large viewing glass stays clean automatically,
allowing a clear view of the fire. The Erin Room and Central Heating
model uses a thermostatic temperature control to heat up to 9
radiators and provide a plentiful source of hot water for your home.

Did you know?
The Erin is one of our most popular
stoves with over 46,000 installed in
Irish homes nationwide.

• Removable ash pan
• Easy action riddling
• Top and rear flue outlet
• Air-wash facility to automatically clean stove window

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
745mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.

colour options

Enamel
Black

Majolica
Brown

Image shown is the Erin Room Heat Only stove.
Thanks to Irish Craft Council, Jerpoint Glass Studio and Joe Hogan Baskets for the use of their pieces in this image.

565m

m

mm
540
mm
588

(room and central heating model)
(room heating model)

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 36 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Room and Central Heating

Room Heat Only
Maximum heat output to room

14.7kW

Perfect for
33
Heating large living spaces or open plan rooms
33
Classic design aesthetic

73.8%
NET EFFICIENCY

Maximum heat output to room

6kW

Maximum boiler output

13.2kW

Maximum radiators

9

Perfect for
33
Heating large Irish homes
33
A plentiful source of hot water for your home
33
Outside Air Kit available on Erin Room and
Central Heating model

74.7%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Ashling®
The Ashling is part of the Stanley range of classically designed stoves
and is one of the wider stoves in this collection. The Ashling creates a
focal point in your living room or kitchen. The large single door features
a distinctive pebbled surround with a beautiful paned effect window.
The optional hotplate is a unique feature designed for multiple use
in the modern family home.

Did you know?
The Ashling has a substantial sized
hotplate, perfect for keeping a
teapot warm on a cold night.

• Optional cast iron hotplate
• Removable ash pan
• Rear flue outlet on room and central heating model
• Top and rear outlet on room heating model
• Overnight burning capability

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the stove
firebox to maximise efficiency.

665mm

High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving an
even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.

Room and Central Heating

Room Heat Only
Maximum heat output to room

12kW

Perfect for
33
Heating large rooms and living spaces
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

76.8%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Maximum heat output to room

6.1kW

Maximum boiler output

9.7kW

Maximum radiators

7

Perfect for
33
Large homes
33
Controllable burn rate and output to radiators
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

NET EFFICIENCY

m

mm

530

colour options

Enamel
Black

78.2%

695m

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 36 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Grainne®
The Grainne combines classic Stanley Stove design with clean lines and
contemporary good looks. The larger viewing window showcases the
real fire effect while maintaining superb efficiency. The double doors
and innovative design details, including a stylish ridged stove top and
a removable handle as an additional safety feature, make the Grainne
ideal for family homes.

Did you know?
The Grainne’s removable handle
is an additional safety feature,
especially useful for when younger
children are on the move.

• Safety locking double doors
• Large viewing window
• Removable handle
• Rear flue outlet on room and central heating model
• Top and rear flue outlet on room heating model

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the stove
firebox to maximise efficiency.

665mm

High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving an
even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Fittings are made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel - a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.

Room and Central Heating

Room Heat Only
Maximum heat output to room

12kW

Perfect for
33
Heating large family rooms or living spaces
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

76%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Maximum heat output to room

6.1kW

Maximum boiler output

9.7kW

Maximum radiators

7

Perfect for
33
Large homes
33
Controllable burn rate and output to radiators
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

NET EFFICIENCY

m

mm

530

colour options

Enamel
Black

78%

695m

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame will
vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. See page 36 for detailed dimension drawings,
please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Tara®
Did you know?

The Tara is a medium-sized stove in our classics collection which
comes in a choice of colours to suit a wide variety of interiors.
With simple, easy-to-use controls, the Tara stove combines
durability and efficiency and has all the flexibility to suit your
lifestyle. The front features a large viewing window with a
burner control wheel for optimum heat control and comfort.

The Tara, like all Stanley stoves,
is a multi-fuel stove which will
burn seasoned wood, coal,
anthracite or peat briquettes
with excellent efficiency.

• Removable ash pan
• Front fire fence
• Top and rear flue outlet
• Overnight burning capability
• Optional outside air kit available
• Three models available to heat your room only, your room
and central heating or to heat your room and hot water.

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the stove
firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
700mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving an
even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.

Room Heat
and Hot Water

Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.

colour options

Enamel
Black

Majolica
Brown

542m

m

Matt
Black

mm

510

Cream
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NET EFFICIENCY

Maximum heat output to room

7kW

Maximum boiler output

3kW

Room Heat Only

70.9%
NET EFFICIENCY

Maximum heat output to room
Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 36 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.

77.2%

Perfect for
33
Heating medium sized living spaces or rooms
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

8kW

Room and
Central Heating

76.0%
NET EFFICIENCY

Maximum heat output to room

2kW

Maximum boiler output

8kW

Maximum radiators

6

Perfect for
33
Smaller homes
33
Controllable burn rate and output to radiators
33
Burning all approved solid fuels
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Fionn®
Drawing on successful designs from the past, this traditional box
stove is one of only two in the Stanley collection, which offers an
integrated hotplate. The elongated legs give this smaller stove the
height of a larger model. The Fionn’s unique design offers efficiency
and economy in a compact solution. The viewing glass features
a beautiful paned effect window with a burner control wheel for
optimum heat control and comfort.

Did you know?
The Fionn includes a hotplate on top
on all models, ideal for kitchens or
smaller living rooms.

• Removable ash-pan
• Hotplate on top
• Top and rear flue outlet
• Air-wash facility to automatically clean stove window

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the stove
firebox to maximise efficiency.

650mm

High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving an
even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
370m

colour options

Perfect for
33
Kitchens or medium living spaces
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

9.4kW

Maximum heat output to room

7.3kW

Maximum boiler output

4.7kW

Maximum radiators

3

Perfect for
33
Kitchens or smaller living spaces
33
Supplementing your home heating system
33
Burning all approved solid fuels
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mm

630

Room and Central Heating

Room Heat Only
Maximum heat output to room

m

Enamel
Black

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 37 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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New for 2013

Aoife
The Aoife’s neat size suits urban living and is powerful enough to
heat open-plan rooms. The clean design lines and large viewing
glass offer a stunning contemporary take on a traditional stove
design. The Aoife provides a maximum of 7.3kW of heat to the
room and can be flued into a standard fireplace opening.

Did you know?
The lower level flue at the back
allows installation into a standard
height fireplace.

• Separate secondary window wash air control
• Large viewing glass
• High chromium grates
• Multi-fuel stove as standard

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in
the stove firebox to maximise efficiency.

590mm

High Chromium Grates withstand higher
firebox temperatures for a longer lifespan.
Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in
class materials.

450m

m

mm

450

colour options

Thanks to the following designer makers
Ceadogán rugs, John Ffrench ceramics and flowers by Lamber de Bie.

Matt
Black

Maximum heat output to room

7.3kW

Perfect for
33
Open fireplace conversion
33
Open plan living
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 37 for detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Room Heat Only

77.3%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Oscar®
The Oscar is one of the smaller stoves in our classics
collection and is perfect if you have a little less space
available. The compact design fits easily into your home
and gives optimum heat to medium sized rooms and living
spaces. The Oscar has a viewing glass with a burner control
wheel for optimum heat control and comfort.

Did you know?
The Oscar has a beautifully
design solid wood handle which
compliments all types of interiors.

• Removable ash pan
• Top and rear flue outlet
• Front fire fence
• Controllable heat output

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.

607mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in
class materials.

colour options
450m

m

Matt
Black

mm

430

Room Heat Only
Maximum heat output to room

7kW

Perfect for
33
Small to medium sized living spaces or rooms
33
Rooms where space is at a premium
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

79.6%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 125mm/5” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 37 for full detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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Oisin®
The Oisin solid fuel stove is the smallest stove in our
classic collection and offers high heat output and great
efficiency. Its compact design ensures that it will fit
easily into your home and is ideal for small rooms and
apartment living. Perfect for those who want efficiency
and convenience in a compact space.

Did you know?
The Oisin is available in Stanley’s
widest range of colours, there’s one
suitable for every interior and style.

• Removable ash pan
• Top and rear flue outlet
• Front fire fence
• Controllable heat output
• Optional boiler kit available to heat hot water

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the stove
firebox to maximise efficiency.

535mm

High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving an
even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.

408m

m

mm

415

colour options
Room Heat Only
Enamel
Black

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Cream

Maximum heat output to room

6.4kW

Perfect for
33
Smaller living spaces or rooms
33
All interiors styles with our widest range
of colours
33
Burning all approved solid fuels
33
Optional outside air kit available
Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame
will vary by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 125mm/5” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only,
see page 37 for full detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation.
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78.8%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Cara®

Did you know?

The Cara Insert Stove is the ideal home heating solution for those
who want the warmth and efficiency of a cast iron stove with all
the visual benefits of an open fire. The Cara Insert aims to retain the
appearance of an open fire while bringing all the benefits of a stove
and is 3 times more efficient than an open fire. The Cara Insert takes
up minimal hearth space meaning less intrusion in your room. It is
the perfect solution for where space is at a premium.

The Cara Insert Stove is 3 times more
efficient than an open fire, even
when it’s not lighting the Cara Insert
will keep your room warmer by
preventing draughts coming down
your chimney.

• Fits into a standard fireplace
• With the addition of a cast iron curved filler piece, available in
matt black, the Cara Insert will also fit Lombard curved fireplaces
• Window wash air to maintain a clean glass
• Detachable handle should be removed when stove is in use
• Raised grate for optimum fuel burn
• A rigid adaptor kit is supplied as standard

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the stove
firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
598mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving an
even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.

Room and Central Heating

Room Heat Only
Maximum heat output to room

6.5kW

Perfect for
33
Heating small to medium sized rooms
33
Replacing an inefficient open fire but
retaining all the visual benefits
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

78.4%
NET EFFICIENCY
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Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.

Maximum heat output to room

2kW

Maximum boiler output

7kW

Maximum radiators

4

Perfect for
33
When space is a premium in your living room
33
Supplementing your home heating system
33
Replacing an inefficient back boiler on your
open fire
33
Burning all approved solid fuels

NET EFFICIENCY

m

colour options

Enamel
Black

80.4%

485m

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Cream

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you. Print colours cannot
reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame will vary by fuel type, draught conditions
and operational settings. 125mm/5” top flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only, see page 37 for detailed dimension drawings, please
consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation. The minimum clearance to combustibles required is 550mm to the top,
350mm to the sides, 550mm directly to the front and 350mm to any combustible flooring. If the mantlepiece protrudes further than 100mm from the fireplace,
then it will be necessary to have further clearance to the top of the stove. The distance the mantle protrudes past the 100mm should be added to the clearance.
For example, if the mantle protrudes 200mm, the clearance to the mantle should be 650mm.
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New for 2013

Cara+®
Did you know?

Using the Cara+ to replace a back boiler will improve your heating
efficiency considerably. The Cara+ heats up to 10 radiators and
provides a comfortable 3.6kW of heat to the room itself.

Using the secondary air control you
can control the burn rate of fuel in
your Cara+ with the added benefit
of keeping the extra large viewing
glass clean and clear.

• Separate primary and secondary air control
• Large viewing glass
• High chromium grates
• Multi-fuel stove as standard
• Fits into a 16” or 18” fireplace opening

advanced features

dimensions

Clean Burn Technology controls air flow in the
stove firebox to maximise efficiency.
High Chromium Grates withstand higher firebox
temperatures for a longer lifespan.
620mm

Cast Iron Build holds and radiates heat, giving
an even temperature once the stove is lighting.
Quality Components made from best in class
materials and hand built in Waterford.
Superior Grade Enamel – a special enamel
formulation is used on Stanley enamel stoves that
gives a high gloss finish with longer lasting shine.
Thermostatic Controls automatically and efficiently
control the burn rate based on the temperature of
the boiler.

587m

m

m

4m

14

Room and Central Heating
colour options
Thanks to the following designer makers
Ceadogán rugs, Andrew Ludick for the fish plate, tulip bowl by Karen Morgan and flowers by Lamber de Bie.

Enamel
Black

Majolica
Brown

Matt
Black

Stanley Stoves are designed to last. Our stove experts are on hand at your local Stanley Retailer to help you choose the right stove for you.
Print colours cannot reproduce the exact enamel or matt colours, so please visit your Stanley Retailer to view before purchase. Visible flame will vary
by fuel type, draught conditions and operational settings. 150mm/6” flue outlet required. Images are for illustration purposes only, see page 37 for
detailed dimension drawings, please consult product technical manuals for dimensions and guidelines before installation. The minimum clearance
to combustibles required is 200mm to the top, 150mm to the sides, 550mm directly to the front and 350mm to any combustible flooring.
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Maximum heat output to room

3.6kW

Maximum boiler output

13.2kW

Maximum radiators

10

Perfect for
33
Open fireplace conversion
33
Total home heating
33
Burning all approved solid fuels
33
Easy install

73.6%
NET EFFICIENCY
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dimensions
Lismore

Reginald
592mm
296mm

394mm

225mm
89mm

Ardmore

392mm

450mm

155mm

430mm

Cara

Oisin

283mm

515mm

607mm

480mm
450mm

450mm

539mm

Erin

590mm

590mm

481mm

461mm

689mm
314mm

628mm
535mm

603mm

755mm

522mm

370mm
450mm

370mm

566mm

818mm

Oscar

Aoife

204mm
272mm

365mm

565mm

497mm

Ashling

Grainne
665mm
330mm

254mm

630mm

360mm

551mm

400mm

132mm 144mm

200mm

190mm

333mm

620.3mm

300mm
695mm

270mm

460mm

665mm

270mm
300mm
460mm

665mm

530mm

598mm

445mm

430mm

587mm

680mm

485.5mm

415mm

Cara+

Grainne

325mm

535mm

408mm

570mm

359mm

505mm

460mm

320mm

745mm

610mm

295mm

281mm

489mm

688mm

200mm

445mm

325mm

Fionn

Tara
190mm
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510mm

370mm

530mm

425mm

650mm

476mm

289mm

700mm

542mm

105mm

185mm

296mm

271mm

specify dimensions relating to boiler connections on Room and Central Heating models. Dimensions states are in millimetres unless otherwise stated and
may be subject to a slight +/- variation.
This brochure is produced as a visual aid and is not intended to replace the installation and users instructions, or the need to view an appliance. Please consult the product
installation manual for dimensions and guidelines before installation. Drawings are correct as of May 2013, Waterford Stanley Ltd. reserve the right to make changes without
price notice.

630mm
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ROOM & RADIATOR MODELS

ROOM ONLY MODELS

stove specifications:
Model

Maximum Heat
Output Room:

Maximum Boiler
Output:

Maximum
Radiators:

Colours Available

Efficiency Rating

Oisin

6.4kW

N/A

N/A

Cara

6.5kW

N/A

N/A

78.4%

Oscar

7kW

N/A

N/A

79.6%

Tara

8kW

N/A

N/A

70.9%

Fionn

9.4kW

N/A

N/A

N/A

Aoife

7.3kW

N/A

N/A

77.3%

Ashling

12kW

N/A

N/A

76.8%

Grainne

12kW

N/A

N/A

76.5%

Lismore

12KW

N/A

N/A

N/A

Erin

14.7kW

N/A

N/A

73.8%

Model

Maximum Heat
Output Room:

Maximum Boiler
Output:

Maximum
Radiators:

Fionn

7.3kW

4.7kW

3

N/A

a proud tradition

78.8%

Colours Available

Stanley has been bringing warmth and comfort to homes for
generations, stretching back to when the first range cooker was
made in Waterford in 1934.

Net Efficiency
Rating

Cara

2kW

7kW

4

80.4%

Tara

2kW

8kW

6

76.0%

Ardmore

3.5kW

8.5kW

6

72.8%

Ashling

6.1kW

9.7kW

7

78.2%

Grainne

6.1kW

9.7kW

7

77.9%

Erin

6kW

13.2kW

9

74.7%

Cara+

3.6kW

13.2kW

10

73.6%

Lismore

5kW

12kW

10

76.3%

Reginald

5.5kW

14kW

12

76.1%

Allied Ironfounders were the leading foundry company of the day.
It owned sites in Larbert, Scotland, Coalbrookdale and Telford,
England, together with the Waterford site. Stanley cookers were
made alongside Rayburn cookers in Waterford until the 1950’s.

installation:
Waterford Stanley want you to enjoy the maximum performance from your Stanley Stove. To ensure this, it is essential that they are installed correctly.
We recommend using a suitably qualified installer. To assist you we have a nationwide network of service agents available, as well as a dedicated technical
service helpline. When fitting your Stanley Stove a range of cast iron pipes and bends are available for installation purposes. These are available in a choice
of colours to suit your appliance.

pipes and bends:
PIPES

Erin, Ashling, Grainne, Aoife, Tara,
Fionn, Lismore, Reginald
Oisin, Oscar, Ardmore

15½” (395mm)
height 5” (125mm)
straight pipe



7¾” (200mm)
height 5” (125mm)
extension pipe

Stanley’s first factory in Waterford
was set up in 1934 by Allied
Ironfounders, the predecessor
company to AGA, as a sister facility
to its foundry in Larbert, Scotland.

In the 1960’s the Waterford site was sold and evolved through the
decades to become Waterford Stanley in the early 1980’s. In 2005
Waterford Stanley was acquired by the AGA Rangemaster Group,
once again reuniting the AGA, Rayburn, Falcon and Stanley families.

Heat outputs are based on laboratory testing. Solid fuel heat output figures are based on burning household coal, outputs may vary with other types of fuel. Calculations are based on
average sized radiators (5ft x 2ft). Efficiency ratings quoted are net efficiencies as per EN13240 (third party results). This brochure is produced as a visual aid and is not intended to replace
the installation and users instructions, or the need to view an appliance. n/a = not available.

Model

Did you know?

16½” (418mm) height
6” (150mm) straight
pipe (no access door)

16½” (418mm) height
6” (150mm) straight
pipe (with access door)

34” (864mm) height 6”
(150 mm)straight pipe
(with access door)









Stanley Cookers awaiting transport from Bilberry,
Waterford circa 1940. Photo with thanks to the Poole
Photographic Collection and reproduced with the
kind permission of the National Library.

contact us
Stanley has a network of Independent Stanley Stove Stockists
across the UK. Visit one of these shops where friendly and expert
staff will be happy to help you chose the right stove for you.

Your local Stanley Stove Stockist is

Our trained staff will give you friendly, first class service as
well as helping you with technical queries. Most Stanley Stove
Stockists feature full working models from the Stanley range
displayed in classic and contemporary settings. Your local
Stanley Stove Stockist provides an opportunity to experience
up close, the distinctive Stanley combination of timeless
character, elegant detailing and powerful performance.
Sales Dept. 08453 381 365
Find us on facebook.com/waterfordstanley or visit www.stanleystoves.co.uk

BENDS

Model
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Erin, Ashling, GrainneAoife, Tara,
Fionn, Lismore, Reginald
Oisin, Oscar, Ardmore

5” (125mm) 112º bend

6” (150mm) 112º bend

5” (125mm) 45º bend




6” (150mm) 45º bend



*Source Red C omnibus survey May 2012.
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